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THE, EDDY MINING CLAIM.

The Eddy claim was staked, and the notice was

posted, about February 9, 1902, by the grantors of the

defendant. This notice of location was filed with the

District Recorder March 20, 1902. It was never filed

or recorded by the County Recorder (Tranis., p. 50). No

certificate of location of the Eddy was ever made, filed,

or recorded, either by the District Recorder or the

County Recorder, prior to April 28, 1904, when such an

instrument was filed for record with the District Re-

corder; and later, on the—— day of May, 1904, the same

certificate was filed for record with the County Recorder

for Lincoln County. (Ttans., p. 53.) August 10th, 1904,

the defendant filed an amended certificate of the Eddy

claim. (Trans., p. 54.)



THE GRAFTER.

Plaintiff Zerres and his associates posted a notice on

the Grafter January 1, 1&04. Immediately thereafter

the ground was staked. (Trans., p. 41.) February 15,

1904, a certificate of location was posted on the ground,

the discovery shaft was sunk and the claim restaked.

Said certificate was filed for record with the District

Recorder February 15, 1904, and with the County Re-

corder February 24, 1904. An amended certificate was

filed with the District Recorder June 3, 1904, and with

the County Recorder June 15, 1904. (Trans., p. 44.)

DEFEINDANT'S EDDY NOTICE.

The first notice posted on the ground in question was

by the defendant's grantorsi. This notice did not com-

ply with the statute of Nevada (Compiled Laws of Ne-

vada, Cutting, 208), in that it failed to give the numbe^

of linear feet claimed in length along the course of the

vein each way from the point of discovery; and it also

failed to give the general course of the vein as near a»

may be. (Trans., pp. 49, 50.)

PLAINTIFFS' GRAFTER NOTICE.

The next notice posted on the ground was the Grafter,

January 1, 1904. This notice was also defective and

failed to comply with 208, Cutting's Compiled Laws of

Nevada, in the same way that the Eddy notice failed.

(Trans., p. 41.)



GRAFTER CERTIFICATE.

The next document posted on the ground was the

Grafter eertificate of location. This document con-/

tained every fact required by said section 208 (Com-

piled Laws), and as a notice was perfect. (Trans., p.

42.) This first perfect notice was posted on the ground

by the plaintiffs, February 15, 1904. This wasi filed im-

mediately wnth the District Recorder, and nine days

later with the County Recorder. (Trans., p. 44.) It

was objected by defendants that as a certificate the

Grafter certificate of February 15, 1904, was defective

in that it did not give the markings on the posts. Sec>

tion 210, Compiled Laws of Nevada, requires that the

certificate should (6) contain the markings on the cor>

ners. While without doubt the legislature intended

that the markings placed on the posts by the locator

should be given, still the markings on the corners are

the posts or monuments. It is by the monuments that

the "boundaries are so marked on the ground that they

can readily be traced." A certificate which locates the

corners and describes the monuments thereon so that

they can "readily be traced" accomplishes all that was

designed by the legislature.

FIRST EDDY CERTIFICATE BY DEFEiNDANT.

The next certificate was made by the defendant's

grantor April 23, 1904. ( Trans., p. 51. ) It does not ap-

pear to have been posted on the ground, but it was

recorded by the District Recorder April 23, 1904, and by



the County Recorder :May , 1904. (Trans., p. 53.)

This certificate failed to comply with section 210 (Com-

piled Laws), in that it did not give the location of the

discovery shaft, and it failed to show specifically the

"number of feet claimed in length along the course of

the vein each way from the point of discovery."

SECOND GRAFTER CERTIFICATE BY PLAINTIFF.

The next certificate was made by the plaintiff and

filed for record with the District Recorder June 3, 1904,

and with the County Recorder June 15, 1904. This cer-

tificate strictly complied with the law. (Trans., p. 44.)

THE NOTICE.

The statute (C. L. Nev. 208, Trans., p. 2i8) does not re«

quire the notice to be recorded, nor does it state that a

failure to include therein certain facts renders it void.

Itsi office is to give notice of the would-be locator's

claim, and to secure to him the limited period which is

needful to develop and perfect his location. As soon as

the location is perfected, the functions of the notice

cease, and if no rights intervened between the first work

on the claim and the filing and recording of a valid cer-

tificate, provided the proper location and discovery work

are done, the failure to make or post any notice what-

ever would be immaterial. But when adverse rights

intervene between the first location work and the com-

pleted location, then the notice is important. The post>

ing of a valid notice is a condition precedent, without
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whictL the locator cannot claim the benefit of the ninety

days within which to furnish his location work. As a

condition precedent to the vesting or acquisition of

rights the notice should at least substantially comply

with the law. It should give the distance claimed each

way from the point of discovery, in order that other

prospectors may be informed as to what territory is pro-

tected by the notice. At the expiration of the 90 or 120

days from the date of posting, the notice is dead, and

it no longer protects the land from the intrusion of oth-

ers. If the locator has then acquired any rights, he

holds them by virtue of the discovei'y work, by marking

his boundaries, and filing and recording his location cer-

tificate.

The statute strictly defines what shall be inserted in

the notice. Thisi it should contain, and anything more

than this is surplusage. That which is sturplusage can-

not be the basis of any right. For example, a statement

in the notice that the locator claims timber and water

rights, does not in any manner increase or diminish the

rights of the locator to timber or water. Sb a notice

headed "Notice of Relocation Eddie Quartz Claim" and

containing the allegation, "This claim was previously

known as the Eddie" cannot enlarge or restrict the loca-

tor's rights.

STATUTORY METHOD OF RELOCATION.

If the locator relocates an abandoned claim the stat-

ute provides (C. L. Nev. 214) how this shall be done.

The fact that Zerres did not adopt the statutory
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method for relocating an abandoned claim shows that

he did not intend to locate it asi an abandoned claim.

The vagrant expressions in the notice are mere sur-

plusage, not provided for by law, and cannot be con-

sidered as binding or holding the plainjtiff as a solemn

admission that the Eddie location was valid.

IS A KECORD NECESSARY TO VALID LOCATION?

Assuming for this argument that the location and

discovery work on both the Eddie and the Grafter was

performed according to law, ithe fact remains that the

plaintiff, Zerres, and his assiociates, after more than

one year had elapsed from the posting of the Eddie

notice, entered the ground, made their discovery, sunk

their discovery shaft, fixed and marked their stakes

and monumenits, and on February 23d had made, filed,

recorded and posted a document which contained every

fact required in a notice. As a certificate, it was defec-

tive, if at all, in that it did not contain the markings

on the corner posts, and in June this was corrected by

filing and recording an amended certificate. The first

effort ever made by defendant to record or make a cer-

tificate was April 23, 1904. (T^ans., p. 27.)

The vital question in the case, then, is, Avaisi defend-

ant's failure to record a certificate of location fatal?

RECORD NOT REQUIRED BY FEDERAL STAT-

UTES.

The federal statute does not require that the certifi-

cate should be recorded. It merely provides that



(Rev. Stats., sec. 2324): "The miners of each mining

"district may make regulations not in conflict with the

"lawisi of the United States, or with the laws of the

"State or territory in which the district is situated,

"governing the location, manner of recording, amount

"of work necessary to hold possession of a mining

"claim, subject to the following requirements: The

"location must be distinctly marked on the ground sio

"that itsi boundaries can be readily traced. All

"records of mining claims hereafter made shall contain

"the name or names of the locators, the date of the lo-

"cation, and such a description of the claim or claims

"located by reference to some natural object or perma-

"nent monument as will identify the claim."

The laws of the State of Nevada provide (C. L., sec.

210), that "Within ninety days of the date of posting

"the location notice upon the claim the locator shall

"record his claim with the Mining District Recorder

"and the County Recorder of the mining district or

"county in which such claim is situated by a location

"certificate which must contain: 1st, the name of the

"lode or vein; 2d, the name of the locator or locators;

"3d, the date of the location and such description of

"the location of said claim, with reference to some

"natural object or permanent monument, as will iden-

"tify the claim; 4th, the number of linear feet claimed

"in length along the course of the vein each way from

"the point of discovery, with a width on each side of

'^he center of the vein, and the general course of the

"lode or vein as near as may be; 5th, the dimensions
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"and location of the discovery shaft, or its equivalent,

"sunk upon the claim; 6th, the location and description

"of each corner, with the markings thereon. Any

"record of the location of a lode mining claim which

"shall not contain all 'the requirements named in this

"section shall be void. All records of lode or placer

"mining claims, mill-sites or tunnel rights heretofore

"made by any Eecorder of any mining district or any

"County Recorder are hereby declared to be valid and

"to have the same force and effect as records made in

"pursuance of the provisions of this Act. And any

"such record, or a copy thereof, duly verified bj^ a Min-

"ing Recorder or duly certified by a County Recorder shall

"be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated."

Sec. 232. "Where there is no mining district, or

"where a district having once existed the residence of

"the officers within the district and their places of bus-

"iness within the district where the books are kept are

"not publicly known, district recording shall not be

"required of the locator or claim owner. BUT RE-

"CORDING SHALL BE REQUIREID IN THE OF-

"FICEi OF THE COUNTY RECORDERi IN ALL

"OASES; as well where there is a District Recorder as

"where there is none."

THE STATE LEGISLATION IS VALID.

The federal statute clearly implies, and the courts

have frequently held, that (the several states may adopt

laws regulating the location and recording of mining
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claimisi, proYided such laws are mot in conflict with, the

laws of the United S^tates. The provision of the Ne-

vada law (1) requiring a certificate of location; (2) de-

claring that if the certificate does not contain all the

requirements of section 210 (Compiled Laws), it shall

be void, (3) and reciting thait "RECORDING SHALL

BE! REQUIRED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER IN ALL CASES," is valid and binding,

Biutte City Water Co. vs. Baker, 196 U. S. 119, and

eases cited.

Sisison vs. Sommers, 24 Nev. 379.

RECORDING IS MANDATORY.

The only question is as to whether the statutory pro-

visions in relation to recording the certifica)te are man-

datory or merely directory. The plaintiffs contend

that the said provisions are mandatory, and for the fol-

lowing reasons:

I.

The language is imperative. The expressions in the

statutes are mandatory in form. "The locator shall

record his claim with the Mining District Recorder and

the County Recorder" (sec. 210), and "Recording shall

be required in the ofl&ce of the County Recorder in all

cases." (Sec. 232.) Such language does not seem to

leave much latitude for discretion in the locator. "It

"should never be held that any specific requirement of

"a statute may be dispensed with excepit when it is

"clearly manifest the legislature did not deem a com-
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"pliance with it material, or unless it appear to have

"been prescribed simply as a matter of form. * * *

"If it is eTident from tlie ordinary grammatical con-

"struction of the words used, that it intended a

"right should be enjoyed only upon some specified con-

"ditions, there is no power in the Court or elsewhere",

"to dispense with the condition imposed." (Corbett vs.

Bradley, 7 Nev. 108.)

When the language of the statute is plain and unam-

biguous it omits of no interpretation. The word "shall"

cannot be construed to mean "may."

Brown vs. Davis, 1 Nev. 409.

Edwards vs. Hall, 30 Ark. 36.

II.

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT MUST BE COMPLIED

WITH.

In disposing of the public domain and of mining claims

the government may prescribe such terms as it sees fit.

It is the owner of the land and has as the powers of a pro-

prietor. Whatever the conditions may be, if they are con-

ditions precedent, they must be complied with. A would-

be locator cannot claim mineral land by reason of a com-

pliance with only such of the terms and conditions as

he sees fit to comply with. He must comply with all of

them. In section 2322 (U. S. Rev. Stats.) it is said, "Lo-

"cators * * * so long as they comply with the laws of

"the United States, and with State, territorial and local

"regulations not in conflict with the laws of the United
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"States governing their possessory title shall have the ex-

"clusive right of possession and enjoyment." It is clear,

then, that a compliance, not with some, but with all of

these conditions, is a condition precedent to the acquisi-

tion of a valid location.

"A location is not made by taking possession alone, but

"by working on the ground, RECORDING and doing what-

"ever else is required by the acts of Congress and the

"local laws and regulations." (Belk vs. Meagher, 104

U. S. 279, 284.)

"To enable a party to maintain a right to a mining

"claim after the right is acquired, it is necessary that the

"party continue substantially to comply, not only with

"the laws of Congress, but with the valid laws of the

"State and valid rules established by the miners, in force

"in the district where the claim is situated upon which

"such right depends."

"Failure to comply with such laws and rules works a

"forfeiture, whether the laws and rules provide for for-

"feiture for noncompliance or not, and the mining claim

"becomes subject to location by any qualified locator."

Sisson vs. Sommers, 24 Nev. 379, 387;

Mallett vs. Uncle Sam Mg. Co., 1 Nev. 188;

Oreamuno vs. Uncle Sam M. Co., 1 Nev. 215.

It is true, in the case of Sisson vs. Sommers, the Court

did not have occasion to construe the provision of the stat-

ute relating to the recording of certificates of location.

In that case the plaintiff failed within the ninety days

and before the entry of the defendant, to sink the discov-
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ery shaft to the requisite depth. In the case at bar the

defendant failed within the ninety days and before the

entry of the plaintiff, to make and record the certificate

of location required by law. In both there is a failure

to comply with a condition precedent to and necessary

for a completed location. The statute requires the re-

cording of the certificate in quite as strong terms as it re-

quires the discovery work. Neither discovery work nor

recording is required by the federal statute; and both, if

required at all, are required by the State statute. There

is nothing in the nature of the business of mining or of

the locating of claims which would seem to warrant a dis-

tinction between the two requirements. Why should the

failure to sink the discovery shaft the full depth invalidate

the claim, and a failure to make or file a certificate of

location have no effect on the validity of the location?

Why should the sinking of a discovery shaft be mandatory

and the recording of the certificate be purely directory?

The statute does not provide that the failure to record

shall render the location void; neither does it provide

that the failure to do the discovery work shall render the

location void.

The mere failure to record the certificate within ninety

days after posting the notice does not render the loca-

tion invalid, provided no adverse rights intervened before

such recording. (1 Lindley on Mines, 390.) The same

is true of tlie failure to sink the discovery shaft or mark

the boundaries of the claim if the work is completed be-

fore other rights attached.

McGinnis vs. Eggbert, 15 Mg. Rep. 332; 8 Colo. 41.
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DISTINCTION BETWEEN RECORDING THE CER-

TIFICATE AND RECORDING AFFIDAVIT OF

ANNUAL LABOR.

The recording of the certificate is one of the steps ne-

cessary to the completion and perfection of tlie location*

it is a condition precedent to the vesting of the bounty of

the government. Performance of the annual labor is a

condition subsequent. Failure to perform the annual

labor may result in the forfeiture of rights already ac-

quired and perfected. Recording is a condition prece-

dent. Failure to record is a failure to pay the purchase

price upon payment of which rights will be acquired and

perfected in the future. The two are not analogous.

It is true that forfeitures are not favored; it is alsj

true that the law does not look with peculiar considera-

tion upon him who wishes to acquire title to real property

without performing the conditions, upon which alone title

will vest.

The record of the location does not of itself constitute

title, nor the possessory title to the thing to which it re-

lates. It is purely a requirement of the Nevada statute.

The same may be said of the discovery shaft.

THE DECISIONS HOLD THAT RECORDING IS

MANDATORY.

We do not contend that the failure to record the cer-

tificate within ninety days after posting the notice works

a forfeiture. But if, after the expiration of the ninety

days, a second party enters upon the ground and makes a
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discovery, i)osts his notice, digs his discovery shaft, marks

the boundaries and files and records a proper certificate

before the original locator records a valid certificate of

his location or complies with the law, the first locator

has lost his rights and the failure to record is fatal to

his attempted location. In other words, it matters not

how much time elapses after posting the notice and be-

fore the certificate is recorded, if the certificate is recorded

before other rights intervene.

In Last Chance M. Co. vs. Bunker Hill S. M. Co., 131

Fed. 579, 586, the Court holds, that the failure to record

the certificate within the time fixed by the statute does

not work a forfeiture—there being no such penalty fixed

by the statute. The facts in that case were these: The

Bunker Hill was located September 10, 1885, and the

claim was recorded September 29, 1885. The Last Chance

was located September 17, 1885, and the location notice

recorded September 22, 1885. The Court says: "At the

time of the location of the Last Chance claim the time

prescribed by the Idaho statute within which the Bunker

Hill location should be recorded had not exfjired." (Page

585.)

This case is very different from the case at bar. If

the Bunker Hill people had entered after the expiration

of the statutory period and completed their location be-

fore the Last Chance people had filed their record, the

case would have been similar to this.
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DECISIONS.

It has frequently been held that a certificate which

fails to contain all the requisites demanded by the statute

is defective or void, and the locator has consequently

failed to acquire any title or right to the mineral land

sought to be located.

In Montana it has been frequently held that when the

declaratory statement fails to contain any of the require-

ments specified in section 3612, Political Code, the loca-

tion is invalid. Said section reads in i)art as follows:

"Within sixty days of the date of posting the location no-

tice upon the claim there shall be filed in the oflftce of the

county clerk of the county in which the lode or claim is

situated a declaratory statement which shall contain

* * *." The declaratory statement must be sworn to

by the locator. There is no provision as in the Nevada

statute that the failure to insert all the requirements ren-

ders the certificate void nor is there any provision for

forfeiture. (2 Lindley on Mines, p. 1855.)

The same may be said of Washington—2 Lindley on

Mines, p. 1920 ; of Oregon—Id. 1893 ; of Idaho—Id. 1841.

In Wright vs. Lyons, Oregon, 77 Pac. 81, there was a

failure to establish end center posts, and to attach to the

notice delivered to the clerk for record an affidavit in

proof of work required by the statute, and none such was

recorded. The omissions were held fatal to the initiation

of a valid title to the mine.

In Clearwater S. Ry. Co. vs. San Garde (Idaho), 61

Pac. 137, the location was declared void because the no-
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tice of location (certificate) failed to contain the sixth

requisite, to wit, the distance and direction from the dis-

covery monument to the natural object or permanent

monument, so as to fix and describe in the notice itself

the location of the claim.

In Brown vs. Levan (Idaho), 46 Pac. OGl, a location

was held insufficient to support action and nonsuit sus-

tained because certificate was defective.

In Hahn vs. James (Montana), 73 Pac, 965, plaintiff's

declaratory statement was admitted in evidence. It

failed to set forth dimensions and location of the discovery

shaft, or to give the location and description of each cor-

ner of the claim with the markings thereon. The plain-

tiff insisted that the evidence showed that all the neces-

sary steps to make a valid location had been taken. The

Court said : "While all the other steps prior to the record

of the notice may have been taken, yet without the record

in substantial compliance with the statute the location is

of no value.

In Purdum vs. Laddin (Montana), 59 Pac. 153, the de-

claratory statement was defective in that it failed to show

the location and description of each corner with the

markings thereon. It was held that the provisions of the

statute relating to the contents of the statement were

mandatory, reasonable and not in conflict with any act

of Congress.

In Butte City Water Co. vs. Baker (Montana), 72 Pac.

617, it was held that the failure to set out in the certificate

the markings on the comers was fatal. The case was then

taken to the Supreme Court of the United States, and de-
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cided January 3, 1905. 196 U. S. 119. The Supreme

Court says:

"The Montana statute (Montana Codes Annotated, sec.

3612), among other supplementary regulations, provided

that the declaratory statement filed in the office of the

clerk of the county in which the lode or claim is situated

must contain "the dimensions and location of the dis-

covery shaft, or its equivalent, sunk upon lode or placer

claims," and "the location and description of each corner,

with the markings thereon," A failure to comply with

these regulations was the ground upon which the Supreme

Court of Montana held the location invalid. It is con-

tended that these provisions are too stringent, and con-

flict with the liberal purpose manifested by Congress in

its legislation respecting mining claims. We do not think

that they are open to this objection. They certainly do

not conflict with tlie letter of any congressional statute;

on the contrary, are rather suggested by section 2324. It

may well be that the state legislature, in its desire to

guard against false testimony in respect to a location,

deemed it important that full particulars in respect to

the discovery shaft and the corner posts should be, at the

very beginning, placed of record. Even if there is no

danger of false testimony, it was not unreasonable to

guard against the resurrection of incomplete locations

when, by subsequent explorations, mining claims of great

value have been uncovered. We see no error in the rul-

ings of the Supreme Court of Montana, and its judgment

is affirmed."
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See, also, the following cases:

If the location in the above cases was bad because the

recorded certificate failed to contain all the requisites of

the statute, the Court certainly could not have held the

loations valid if th certificates had contained none of

the statutory requisites ; in other words, if there had been

no certificates.

See, also, Kendall vs. San Juan S. M. Co., 144 U. S.

658, where it was held that a failure to comply with the

Colorado statute concerning the recording of locations

rendered the attempted location invalid.

Respectfully submitted,

MACK & FARRINGTON,

GEO. D. PINE and

E. J. L. TABER,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs in Error.


